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EXT. OUTSIDE HIGH FLAT- 2PM

FADE IN

High flat with graffiti decorated round it.

INT. INSIDE HIGH FLAT- 2PM

Living room ran down scheme with drugs and alcohol as far as

eye can see. 5 inch TV in corner.

STEVE, 17 , thick tangled hair, vest, underpants, holing

empty wine bottle.

EXT. OUTSIDE POSH SCHEME- 2PM

Big fancy house with lawn unseen to. Fancy styled windows.

INT. IN POSH HOUSE

Big fancy living room, 2 TVs, DVD Players, 3 laptops. 1 of

each on coffee table

DAVE, 15, colourful shell suit, clear white trainers,

burberry cap..

JO, 15, Dave’s well off client.

Dave puts hand on head and takes deep breath.

JO

You a’right mate?

DAVE

Oh, aye. Just that I was dealing

with an overdue client for drugs I

dealt him and he’s no coughed up

yet. As you can see I knocked him

out and as you can see I took

everything from him that’s worth

anything.

JO

Oh, good taste of DVD’s you took.

DAVE

Aye, well hands off there off to

market later on.
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2.

INT. BACK AT STEVE’S- 7PM

Clean place, everything tidy.

Steve has been concess for a couple of hours and is in front

of 5 inch TV close up to it.

Steve reaches in to his pocket and Phones someone.

FADE TO BLACK

INT. BACK AT DAVE’S

FADE IN

2 Police officers come to the door. Dave answers.

PC 1, 52, fat man, police uniform.

PC 2, 36, woman, police uniform.

DAVE

Problem?

PC 1

Yes, may we come in?

DAVE

No.

PC 2

Well tough we’ve got a warrant so

we are.

Police force way in to living room, Jo is elsewhere unaware

of police and see all the stolen gear.

DAVE

Keep your grubby paws off that,

it’s for the market.

PC 1

Where did you get it?

DAVE

You can cuff me up and torment me,

I’ll never tell you.

PC 2

Where did you get it?

Jo is still unaware of who it is.
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CONTINUED: 3.

JO

He stole it from a client who

wouldn’t cough up for his drugs.

PC 1 & PC 2

Is that so?

Dave gets a silent moment of guilt.

PC 1

Dave?

No reply.

PC 2

Dave Davis I’m arresting you in

suspicion of possession of illegal

drugs, dealing of illegal drugs and

theft. You may not say anything

anything you do say will be....

Dave interrupts.

DAVE

Bollocks!!!!

FADE TO BLACK
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